
Bell in the Woods

DAY 1
I smiled as I breathed in the crisp morning air. I forgot how much colder it is in the

mountains, even in August. I heard footsteps approaching behind me.
" 'Morning Danny," said Noah. "What are you doing all the way over here? Mark and

Carson are making breakfast by the tent."
"I'm just enjoying the view a little before we start moving again," I replied. "I'll head over

in a bit."
I heard Noah walk back to our camp while my eyes were fixed on the sky. The sky was

painted with beautiful colors. I would have loved to stay there for hours, but unfortunately, it was
almost time to get moving.

It was a nice day. You would think that walking all day would become too tiring and
boring, but I enjoyed every part of it. About halfway through the day, I started getting a strange
feeling out of nowhere. I can't exactly explain it to this day. There were weird noises, and the
hairs on the back of my neck stood up. I got random shivers down my back. It was odd, but I just
kind of ignored it.

NIGHT 1
We had almost run out of daylight, and it was getting colder again. We started setting up

camp for the night while Noah started cooking canned chili for our dinner. As I was pitching the
tent, I heard a very faint bell. I thought it was just my mind playing tricks on me. But then I
heard it get louder.

"Did anyone else hear that?" I asked.
"No," said Mark. "What did you hear?"
"A bell. Like jingle bells."

It was definitely creepy, but I wasn't gonna let it bother me; why should I worry if nobody else
heard it? I was tired anyways. While everyone stayed up by the fire, I went to bed, still trying to
ignore the bizarre feelings I was getting.

I suddenly awoke a few hours later to some noises outside my tent. I thought it was an
animal, but the steps sounded louder. Then to my surprise, I heard the bell once more. I tried to
stay up and listen, yet it was like I was put under a spell, and I fell back asleep.

DAY 2
I woke up to the bright sun beaming into my tent. I was the first to wake. As I stepped

outside, the first thing I noticed was that Carson's tent was open.
"Carson?" I called.

Everything was still in his tent - his shoes, water bottle, and clothes. The only thing I noticed
wasn't there was his walkie-talkie. He probably forgot to take it off his belt after going to sleep.

"Carson?" I called again, louder.
Mark woke up to my calling for Carson and came out of his tent.



"What's wrong?" he asked.
"Carson, he's gone. Just left somewhere."
"How could he just leave? He's somewhere around here. He probably just went on a

walk."
"Then why are his shoes still here?" I replied.

Mark went to look in Carson's tent, and I could tell he was puzzled. He woke up Noah and
explained what was going on. That morning, we didn't eat. We just started searching the area for
Carson. I tried to reach him on the walkie-talkie.

"Carson? Are you there?" I spoke into the microphone.
Nothing. It was time to start looking.

After about an hour of looking around our camp, we still found nothing. We all started
really getting worried at this point. But the terror really set in when I noticed the large footprints
maybe a mile away. Almost as soon as I started examining the footprints, I heard Carson's
walkie-talkie make a noise. It was only static at first, but it was definitely something. I turned
around towards the camp to tell the others, and then I heard a sound again. Only this time, it was
a bell. A few seconds later, I heard it again. Louder. I start to worry, thinking this can't be real.
Then I heard a branch snap behind me. Something usually so quiet sounded like the loudest thing
I've ever heard. Without even thinking, I started jogging away. I don't know why I got so scared,
but it just felt wrong to wait and see why.

A little after I started jogging, I heard loud footsteps behind me. I looked back, expecting
an animal, but when I turned my head, I saw something I couldn't explain. It was a huge, stalking
creature of some sort. My stomach dropped, and adrenaline kicked in. The jogging turned into
running. I started running as fast as I could when I heard it let out a piercing screech. It felt like it
was inches away from me. I saw the camp and started screaming for Noah and Mark. As I
stumbled into the camp, I got puzzled looks from them. I started hysterically yelling about what I
saw and how we had to leave.

"It's there! It's in the woods! We have to leave!" I yelled.
"What?! What is it?!" Mark yelled back.
"Danny, there's nothing there," said Noah.
"What?" I shrieked.

There was silence among the group. I looked back to see nothing but the peaceful forest.
"It was the bell! I heard it on Carson's walkie-talkie! I swear!" I said in disbelief.
"Not the bell again," said Mark, annoyed. "I swear man; you're going crazy."
"No! No! I think that's what took Carson! I'm not crazy. You just have to believe me,

please!"
Mark started losing his temper, and we started fighting. His arguing made me ask myself, am I
really crazy? Is this all even real? Or could that really be what took Mark? Noah was quiet the
whole time we were arguing. Suddenly he turned his head. While Mark and I were caught up in
an argument, he heard something that we didn't.

"Shhhhh!" he said.



It was silent for a few moments, and then I heard it. We all did, for the first time - the bells. We
all turned to the direction the bells came from, and looking over our tents, I could see the
creature only about 50 feet away. We left everything behind and started sprinting. There was no
time to talk or for Mark and me to make up for the dispute we had. After running for around 20
seconds, I heard footsteps again, followed by another loud screech. Mark and Noah were
covering their ears while running. I looked back to see how close it was and as I turned my head,
I tripped over the forest floor.

"Danny, come on!" yelled Noah.
I tried getting up but couldn't. My foot was caught under a log.

"Noah, help!" I yelled.
Noah ran back and called for Mark. He didn't even stop to look back. We kept yelling, and he
just kept on running away. Noah pulled me out from under the log just before the creature
effortlessly picked it up and threw it in frustration. We went back to running even though I had
terrible pain in my leg. The footsteps became louder and louder, and suddenly, they just stopped.
I looked back, and it was like nothing ever happened. The creature had just vanished. Panicked,
Noah and I continued to run for hours until we thought we had gained enough distance. For a
while, we didn't speak. We were still trying to comprehend what had happened. Until finally, I
heard Noah utter a few words.

"Danny…I believe you," he said. "I've never seen anything like that in my life."
"Yeah, me neither," I replied.
"What do you think happened to Mark?"

I honestly had completely forgotten about Mark. He left us both when I needed help. I couldn't
care less about what happened to him now, but I wasn't going to tell Noah that.

"I don't know. I just hope he's okay, and we can regroup."
I remembered we all have walkie-talkies and tuned into Mark's radio.

"Mark? Are you there?" I asked.
It felt like a mountain came off my shoulders when I heard him on the other side saying, "Yeah,
I'm here. I found a cave to hide in. Do you guys know where you are?"

"No, we don't, but if you can give us a landmark and direction, we can find it," replied
Noah.

I didn't really wanna talk to Mark, so I just let Noah. I still wanted to stay together, no
matter how mad I was at him. It was the smartest and safest thing to do. He gave us a direction
for our compasses and told us to look for a huge rock that marked the entrance of the cave.
Fortunately, we were close and found it after about thirty minutes. We got lucky too. As soon as
we got to the cave, it began to get dark outside. We had no light in that thick forest. We were at a
disadvantage. It was time to prepare for the long night ahead of us.

NIGHT 2



Mark was waiting by the front of the cave. We all had our backpacks, so we still had
some food left over. I tried to eat a little, but it was so hard to keep it down. The adrenaline I had
rushing through every part of my body made me full.

"Are you hurt?" Mark asked me.
I didn't wanna talk.

"Hello?" he asked again.
"I'm fine," I replied, keeping my eyes fixed on the ground.
"What happened?"
"Why do you care, Mark? You called me crazy and then left me for dead when you found

out I was right. Not even an apology? Nothing."
"What can I say? It's every man for himself. I'm sorry that happened to you, and I'm glad

you got out, but I had to get away."
"We should be staying together to stay safer."
"Ok, I'm sorry, alright?! You're right. I'm sorry."

It felt good to hear him finally apologize, but I knew he didn't mean it.
"Fine," I said. " We can talk about this more later, but right now we need to focus on

getting out of here."
They both agreed, and we started finding our way deeper into the cave. Noah was the only one
with a light; it was really dark. It was silent except for the sound of water dripping and the
echoes of our feet hitting the ground with each step. Suddenly, I felt my foot hit something limp
and heavy.

"Noah," I said. "Shine the light over here."
My stomach dropped as I realized what I had kicked. I look down to see the limp, cold body of
my best friend, Carson. His eyes and mouth were wide open. I couldn't make out what parts of
his body were still there. He had been mutilated so badly the only thing recognizable was his
head and the petrified look he had on his face.

We all just stared at him. None of us really knew what to say to each other. As we stared
at Carson's body, I heard the worst thing that could have possibly been heard. A bell. It came
from deeper in the cave. Without hesitating, we ran as fast as we could out of the cave. We
thought we were safe there. It just goes to show that nowhere was safe. All we could do was
keep running. Only now, we were running in the dark, with only the moonlight to guide us. The
footsteps were getting louder and the screeches were getting more aggressive behind us. With
nothing but the adrenaline keeping us going, we ran for what felt like an eternity. Until a miracle
happened. We found an old shack surrounded by dead trees. We could hide in there and maybe
come up with a way to get out faster.

"Everyone in here!" I yelled.
We all ran into the shack and slammed the half-broken door. Mark and I held the door shut as
Noah used everything he could find in the shack to keep it closed. The creature wasn't too far
behind us, so we had to move fast. With crates and chairs stacked against the door, we started
scrambling through all of our stuff to find something to protect ourselves.



"Guys, my gun," said Noah. "I had it this whole time."
"Are you serious?" Asked Mark. "This whole time? And you didn't use it?"
"I didn't think of it. I haven't even been able to think straight; how am I supposed to

remember?"
Another argument was about to break out when all of a sudden, it was interrupted by a bell.

Moments later, there was a single bang on the door. Then two more. Then, it was banging
so hard on the door it was starting to break. Noah tried to load his pistol, but he was violently
shaking and it slowed him down. Mark and I returned to holding the door to keep it out. With
every bang on the door, there was a ring of a bell. The bell got louder… and louder until, finally,
I was pushed from the door onto the cold, dirty floor. As the dust cleared, the tall, dark, shadowy,
slim figure slowly crept through the doorway. I noticed that Mark wasn't on the floor where I
landed. He was in the jaws of the creature. His cries were more horrific than the creature's
shrieks. I crawled closer to Noah, yelling at him to shoot. It was as if the words I said to him
were gibberish because he did nothing. He was so in shock he understood nothing. My fight or
flight response kicked in, and I took the gun from Noah's stiff hands. Without hesitation, I shot.
The creature wasn't affected one bit. It just continued to maul my friend. I realized that it didn't
affect it much, and we should use this opportunity to run further. As we slowly got up to move,
its deep eyes looked into mine while ripping Mark to pieces. When we started sprinting away
from the shack, it dropped Mark from its mouth and let out another terrifying screech. It started
chasing after us again. And then, it was like the universe did us a huge favor because I could see
civilization. I was getting more and more tired. We had been running for hours, and I was almost
out of ammo. I shot the pistol to try and keep it away again, but it barely slowed it down. As we
ran more and more, we became closer to the light until we finally made it to the edge of the
forest. The sun was starting to rise past the trees. I had hope for the first time in the last 24 hours.
We might actually get out of here. Right as I started to see the end, I felt a horrible, stabbing pain
in my leg. I screamed as loud as I possibly could and as long as my lungs could hold it. I didn't
even realize what had happened, I only knew that I had never felt pain like this and that I
desperately wanted it to stop. Noah stopped and turned to face me.

"Danny!" He yelled.
I could see something was wrong by the look in his eyes. I look back to see that the creature has
my leg, from the knee down, in its grasp. I felt its sharp teeth slowly sinking into my soft flesh. I
let out another cry and tried to get Noah's pistol from my waist, but it fell from my hands.

"Noah, shoot it!" I yelled.
Noah reached under me and grabbed the pistol. He shot three shots. It turns out Noah had quite a
good aim. All three shots fired landed in the same spot: right in its forehead. The creature let go
of me and let out a painful shriek. While it was distracted, I tried to stand. I let out another
scream as I felt my flesh peeling off my bone like it was nothing. Noah grabbed me and held me
up. With every step, I felt like my leg fell apart a little more. With Noah holding me up as I
limped to the edge of the forest, the creature got closer and closer. We finally made it to the
outskirts of town, barely escaping it. Until eventually, it stopped. It watched from the treeline as



we walked away. We were yelling and even smiling, even though I was hurt so badly. As we
walked further and further away from the forest, thanking God we got out alive, peaceful silence
returned like the day we arrived. We heard nothing except that cursed bell fading away. So if you
hear a bell in the woods, never follow it.


